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UN SUSTAINABLE DEVLOPMENT GOAL 3
GOOD HEALTH & WELL-BEING
What’s the goal
here?
To ensure healthy
lives and promote
well-being for all at
all ages.
Why?
Ensuring healthy
lives and promoting
well-being for all at
all ages is important
to building
prosperous
societies.

PRESENTATION OBJECTIVES
• Talk about the importance of
being a good sustainability
champion
• Identify what you can do at home
and at work
• Give you examples of
environmental improvement
projects
• Provide a list of additional
resources

STEPS TO GOING GREEN
• Create a green team
• Adopt a policy statement
• Get the word out
• Analyze your waste/usage
• Set inspirational goals
• Identify environmental
improvement opportunities
• Implement projects
• Track your progress and
celebrate successes and try
again

WHAT IS SUSTAINABILITY?

“Meeting our needs today without compromising the ability of others to meet
their needs tomorrow…”

•

SUSTAINABILITY : is meeting the needs of today without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Simply it’s
about living within the resources of our planet, achieved by ensuring the
lowest environmental impact at an affordable price with acceptable
impacts to society.

• INDIVIDUALS : we are all responsible for the environment. Our everyday
activities at home, work and leisure all impact on the environment, and
we all have a responsibility to minimise any harm to the environment. We
affect the environment around us in a number of ways. The three biggest
issues are:

WHY IS SUSTAINABILITY IMPORTANT…?

1) It improves Health
2) It saves the Environment
3) The HSE and you can Make a Difference

LETS GET STARTED
This presentation contains information, ideas and contacts to help you
make a positive difference at home and work.
We have grouped them under the following key themes:

•
•
•
•
•

Energy & Water
Waste & Recycling
Travel & Transport
Procurement
Health & Wellbeing

TIPS FOR REDUCING ENERGY USE
Heating & Cooling - Inefficient heating and cooling are often the prime reason for high
energy bills. Simply reducing the temperature by 1ºC can cut heating bills by 10%.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep furniture away from radiators. This will allow heat to flow around the room
effectively.
Reduce heating in areas that are not used often by people.
When the heating is on, make sure windows and doors are closed.
During winter, close windows and blinds as soon as the sun goes down.
Check that your heating thermostats are not in draughts, or in any other areas with
uneven temperatures.
Adjust your thermostat, in winter and summer
Reducing your energy needs is a critical first step to reducing your dependence on the
grid!
Take a look at your electricity meter once a day, at about the same time, for a
month. Jot down how many kilowatts you’re using a day. Note who was home and
what was going on that day.

HOW WE MEASURE ELECTRICITY
The basic unit of electricity is the Kilowatt hour (kWh). In simple terms, 1 kWh is the
amount of energy used by a 1kW (1000 watt) electric heater for 1 hour. Another
example is ten 100-watt light bulbs used for 1 hour.
Identifying which appliances use the most electricity in your home means that you can
control the amount you spend on electricity. As a guide, the diagram below shows
how long you can use various appliances for the price of one unit of electricity.

Lighting – changing lighting can not only save money but it can have huge
impact on health and well-being of yourselves, so getting it right it essential.
• Use natural light whenever possible. Ensure windows are clean and
encourage colleagues to open blinds before thinking of switching on lights.
• Ensure that light switches are clearly visible, turn them off if you not need
them on.
• Encourage that there are ‘presence detector’ lighting controls in places
that are not in constant use (like the toilets, or photocopying room).
• Get involved by running a “Switch Off” campaign.
• Check that light fittings are cleaned regularly to ensure they are used to
the maximum.

Equipment - Changing equipment or running existing equipment more
efficiently will save money in the long run, as well as cutting out
unnecessary waste.
• Keep machines maintained at all times. Monitor your machinery regularly
to make sure that it is worked smoothly.
• Wherever possible, do not leave any non-essential equipment on
overnight or for prolonged unused periods.
• Avoid leaving any equipment on ‘stand by’ mode. It will still use energy
and should be switched off instead.
• Share printers as much as possible, avoiding printers sitting idle and
meaning less printers need to be purchased – print grayscale.
• Run photocopiers in batches to ensure that the photocopier does not
spend more time than needed switching between high power and sleep
modes – do you need to print that document?

TIPS FOR REDUCING WATER USE
•
•
•
•
•
•

If your toilets were fitted prior to the year 2000 they may be suitable for a save-a-flush device
which reduces the water used by each flush, speak to your estates team.
Turn off taps if left running and report leaking to your facilities team
Only fill the kettle with as much water as you need, boiling too much wastes energy
Take short 5/10 min showers, bathtubs require litres more water
Don’t run dishwashers unless you have a full load
If you are responsible for buying any new equipment that uses water, how much it use – you
may find that a more expensive item will actually cost a lot less over the lifetime and may
also use less water

TIPS FOR REDUCING WASTE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think about what you purchase and
use what you need and don’t end up
unnecessarily throwing things away.
Speak to Procurement about whether
goods to be supplied with less
packaging?
Set your default print to double sided
– question if you really need to print
at all.
Think about documents that you print
regularly - Can you do without or
share copies?
Use glasses & crockery in meetings
instead
of
plastic
or
paper
alternatives.
Invest in some re-chargeable batteries
for equipment.
Make Use of All Leftovers - did you
know that over 40% of our food goes
to waste? Reuse and to live more
sustainably.

TIPS FOR REDUCING WASTE
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before throwing something away, can it
be used again or for something else? –
bring your own bag when you shop
Envelopes can be used again in the
internal post.
When moving offices or buying new
furniture offer your spare items around
your organisation for reuse.
IT equipment can be reused – contact
your ICT department to see what they are
doing.
Do you have recycling bin facilities in the
office then use them and encourage
others.
Try to purchase products that can be
easily recycled and if available buy
products that contain recycled materials.

TIPS FOR REDUCING IMPACT OF
TRAVEL - WORK
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Ensure that only necessary journeys
are made. Teleconferences/Zoom can
help reduce the need to travel.
Make journeys by foot or bicycle
where possible.
Use public transport where possible.
Buses and trains release less CO2 per
passenger.
Encourage lift sharing to travel to
meetings. This can reduce your
environmental impact
Promote the use of smarter driving
techniques
will
reduce
fuel
consumption. This reduces CO2
emissions and saves money.
Ensure vehicles are well-maintained
to maximise efficiency.
Future – ev’s and hybrid’s v ice

TIPS FOR SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT
• Talk to your procurement dept about suppliers. Demanding more
sustainable goods and services can help to incentivise suppliers and
encourage the development of new skills and innovative approaches at
your site.
• Close the loop and buy recycled products wherever possible.
• Procure minimally packaged goods – no single use plastics
• Purchase locally – sme - (to strengthen your economy, benefit the
community and save on transport).
• Always consider the energy and water consumption of equipment you
buy. It may be cheaper in the long run to buy a more expensive version
with lower running costs.
• Look out for national or international accreditations such as wood from
FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council) sources.

TIPS FOR SUSTAINABLE PROCUREMENT

•
•
•
•
•

•

Go Green Procurement to ensure goods, services, works and utilities by choosing
solutions that have a reduced impact on the environment throughout their lifecycle, as compared to alternative products/solutions."
Try a mains fed water cooler & filter instead of buying water in bottles, use
refillable water bottles.
Encourage whoever purchases the tea and coffee in your office to try out the
Fairtrade brands.
Purchasing promotional materials investigate products/bottles/bags made from
natural fibres, and pens and paper made from recycled materials.
Go to the Library - they have access to everything you ever need to know about
everything….for free! Every magazine you could ever want is there or can be
ordered through inter-library. There are even e-books now! The library will not
only save you money, but it will educate you for free! Living sustainably requires a
hungry mind, and that hungry mind can be fed well at the library.
Reading and learning is at the heart of sustainability!

TIPS FOR SUSTAINABLE HEALTHCARE
(HEALTH & WELLBEING) UN SDG 3
•

•
•
•
•

There is extensive evidence that interacting with nature delivers measurable health
benefits to people, particularly those suffering from mental health issues, so look at
introducing wildlife and nature projects at your campus, such as introducing allotments,
flower beds or boxes for patients, planting a wild flower meadow or putting up bird
boxes, encourage bees.
There is also extensive evidence that lighting can have a huge impact on the health of
patients, particularly that of long-term residential patients or those suffering from
mental health issues. Give your estates team a ring to find out more information.
Many of our services are extremely paper intensive, try to look at reducing or removing
the paper trail wherever possible.
Consider ways to rationalise the amount of trips required by courier/taxi services
wherever possible.
Mentor others – it’s a thoughtful and powerful way to guide
others towards a better future and a fight against inequality

•

•

Learn the basics of good health - this is the stuff we all know, but rarely
practice. We all know that we should drink 8-10 glasses of water a day, but do we
ever do it? How about 4-5 servings of fruits and veggies per day? Do we really
make an effort to feed our bodies what it needs or just give it lip service? The
reason I discuss this is because poor health brings a couple of obstacles to the
sustainability minded person.
Sickness is expensive, actually, it’s really
expensive…and painful….and keeps you from your goals. Do some reading about
health at your age and stage of life, and make those changes, whatever they are.
Laugh more, much more! - we all take life too seriously. If you want to be
successful at anything for the long term, you’ve got to learn to laugh at yourself
(talking to myself here). See the joy in the small things. Sustainability is a lifestyle,
to be sure, but it requires our bodies, minds and hearts to be resilient!

GRETA THUNBERG FULL SPEECH AT UN CLIMATE CHANGE
COP24 CONFERENCE

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFkQSGyeCWg

LIBRARY RESOURCES

Visit NHSO website for checklists
www.hse.ie/sustainability
Visit National Health Library & Knowledge Service
www.hselibrary.ie
Visit Healthy Ireland
https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/healthwel
lbeing/healthy-ireland/

PILLARS, ACTIONS & COMMITMENT
COMMITMENT:
To become a leading
sustainable organisation.
We will deliver sustainable
healthcare into the future,
with
the
purpose
of
preserving
natural
resources, reducing carbon
emissions, mitigating the
effects of climate change
and
safeguarding
high
quality patient care.

OUR PILLARS – OUR PARTNERS
Communications & Engagement

HSE & HBS Communications, OPW, SEAI

Energy Efficiency

SEAI, OPW, NHS (CEF)

Water Conservation
EPA, CTC

Waste Prevention

EPA, CTC, Contractors

Sustainable Transport

NTA, Smarter Travel Workplaces

Green Procurement

OGP, HBS Procurement

Built Environment
SEAI, HBS Estates

From the
National Health Sustainability Office
nhso@hse.ie
www.hse.ie/sustainability

